Abstract. The Charged Particle Detector (CPD) on board the Oersted satellite (649 km perigee, 865 km apogee and 96.48 • inclination) currently measures energetic protons and electrons. The measured peak fluxes of E>1 MeV electrons are found to confirm the predictions of AE8-MAX, though they occur at a geographical position relatively shifted in the SAA. The fluxes of protons are one order of magnitude higher than the predictions of AP8-MAX in the energy range 20-500 MeV. This huge discrepancy between AP8 and recent measurements in LEO was already noticed and modelled in SAMPEX/PSB97 and TPM-1 models. Nevertheless some other LEO measurements such as PROBA and CORONA-F result in flux values in good agreement with AP8 within a factor 2. The anisotropy of the low-altitude proton flux, combined with measurement performed on board three-axis stabilised satellites, has been suspected to be one possible source of the important discrepancies observed by different missions. In this paper, we evaluate the effect of anisotropy on flux measurements conducted using the CPD instruments. On the basis of the available data, we confirm the inaccuracy of AP8 at LEO and suggest methods to improve the analysis of data in future flux measurements of energetic protons at low altitudes.
Introduction
The Oersted satellite was launched on 23 February 1999 on a LEO orbit (649 km perigee, 865 km apogee, 96.48 • inclination). Its main mission is to accurately measure the magCorrespondence to: J. Cabrera (cabrera@spaceradiations.be) netic field along its orbit. This satellite is three-axis stabilised by magnetic torquers and a gravity gradient boom on which magnetometers are accommodated. The CPD detector on board the Oersted satellite has two of its six modules oriented towards the earth-to-satellite line and measure electron (E>1MeV) and proton (E>20 MeV) fluxes mainly encountered in the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) and in the polar regions. The flux of energetic protons is known to be highly anisotropic (Lemaire et al., 1998) on the Oersted low altitude orbit. However, in order to achieve particle identification using the six channels of the instrument, the best constant approximate of the angle-dependant flux was searched for in the first phase of the CPD data analysis process. This resulted in electron and proton energy-dependent isotropic fluxes (Cyamukungu et al., 2001b) . In a second phase, the approximation systematic error ensuing from the isotropy assumption was evaluated as a function of the parameter n of the pitch angle distribution F (θ)∝ sin n θ and of the satellite orientation relatively to the local magnetic field.
A method to measure the angular and energy spectra of space radiations with simple sensors, while achieving particle identification has been described in (Cyamukungu et al., 2001a) . For non-spinning satellite, the condition for this complete spectrum determination is that the intrinsic detection efficiencies of channels should be a non-constant function of particle energy, incidence angle and particle type.
More complex instruments like the NINA detector may perform measurements of angular distributions, energy and mass spectra although their handling of high counting rates or identification of very energetic particles may not be achieved (Leonov et al., 2005 , Bidoli et al., 2001 .
Instruments with an intermediate complexity devoted to the detection of one particle type may be used to measure pitch angle distribution and energy spectra using a method applied to analyse data from the German satellite Dial (Fischer et al., 1977). The two-step method outlined above and applied to the CPD data is efficient whenever energy spectra and particle identification have to be derived from large field-of-view (FOV) detectors characterised by an almost constant efficiency over the FOV angle and lacking incidence angle measurement capability for every single particle. It was also applied in data analysis for instruments like the SREM, onboard PROBA (Buehler, 2003) . Obviously the results from these instruments based on the isotropy assumption at a given space position may be different depending on their orientation especially on LEO altitude where the flux is highly anisotropic. Rough comparisons of the fluxes from some of these instruments and AP8 show an order of magnitude discrepancy. It led to question the validity of the comparison methods. This paper is devoted to the assessment of rules to apply while comparing fluxes derived under the isotropy assumption with omni-directional fluxes contained in models like AP8.
A brief description of the CPD is presented in Sect. 2 along with the methods applied in raw data analysis. Proton and electron flux results are presented in Sect. 3 and a critical analysis of the consequences of the isotropy assumption on the proton flux measurements at low altitude is given in Sect. 4.
The CPD instrument
The Charged Particle Detector (CPD) on board the Oersted satellite is an array of four upward-looking silicon sensors two of which are replicated and oriented toward the perpendicular to the boom direction (Cyamukungu et al., 2001b) . Among the four up looking sensors, two are heavily shielded and devoted to the detection of energetic electrons and protons. These two energetic particle modules, hereafter named P3 and P4 are not replicated on the perpendicular direction. The energy range detected by each of these detectors has been divided into four energy intervals referred to as energy bins or energy channels. The bin number j of module P i is also named P ij . In order to evaluate electron and proton contributions to particle fluxes measured by the CPD, counting rates of the channels P31, P32 and P33 of the module P3 were taken into account, in addition to channels P41, P42 and P43 selected from the module P4. Channels P34 and P44 were discarded. Simulations based on the GEANT4 software (Agostinelli et al., 2003) revealed that these channels contain information on proton and α-particle fluxes but their in-flight counting rates are so low that they do not contribute significantly to the determination of the parameters of particle fluxes. The six CPD channels listed above were used to derive electron and proton energy spectra. Practically, for each particle type, two parameters of a power law spectrum were derived by a least-square fit of model counting rates to observed ones. The angular distribution was approximated by a constant (isotropic) flux over the 67 • FOV angle. This constant flux is constrained by the fact that it would result in the same counting rates as those observed in P3 and P4 channels. For such a flux the geometrical factor of the detector aperture is 9 cm 2 sr. The detection efficiencies of all the six CPD channels used to derive electron and proton spectra are shown in Fig. 1 .
We recall that the intrinsic detection efficiency is the probability for a particle that crosses the detector aperture to be detected in a given channel. Therefore, efficiency functions fully characterize the detection capability of an instrument. In particular, the angle averaged efficiencies shown in Fig. 1 contain all the information on the energy range covered by each channel for electrons and protons. Accurate particle fluxes may be derived from counting rates of any channel shown in Fig. 1 using its efficiency. However, this is only possible if the corresponding silicon sensor is appropriately shielded and collimated. If particles are likely to reach the sensors trough any other path than the collimator cut-out, then the whole satellite must be included into simulation to evaluate global efficiency functions for the defined channels. The total mass of the 72×45×34 cm 3 Oersted satellite is about 60 kg (50 kg dry mass). Most of this mass is at the back of the CPD even after the deployment of the boom initially stowed in the cylinder shown in Fig. 2a . The CPD module P3 and P4 are accommodated in the middle of the sensor row. The side and the aperture of these assemblies are mainly shielded by a brass collimator completed by a 1 mm thick copper (P4) or aluminium (P3) plate shown in Fig. 2b .
The brass collimator and the back side materials constitute efficient shieldings of silicon sensors inside P3 and P4 against energetic electrons (at least up to 7 MeV) from the satellite sides. Energetic protons (at least up to 100 MeV) from the back side are prevented from hitting the sensors. However, even though energetic protons from the front side are efficiently stopped by the brass collimators, the lack of mass on this side has offered paths to very energetic protons which have generated background counts in the CPD channels. A precise evaluation of this background would only be possible if the whole mass distribution of the satellite was included in the efficiency calculations. Without such a precise background evaluation, it was necessary to estimate its upper limit in a typical channel. Consider that protons from the front are allowed to hit the P4 sensor through the 1 mm thick copper shield, despite the collimator and any other shielding material., The efficiency curves show that they will be counted in channel P42, provided their incident energy is higher than 60 MeV. The geometrical factor of the silicon sensor exposed to a proton flux in a whole half-hemisphere is G=πA=1.57 cm 2 sr (where A=50 mm 2 is the sensor area). The maximum AP8-MAX flux of E>60 MeV protons on Oersted orbit is 289 cm −2 sr −1 s −1 , which would result in a count rate of 453 protons/s. The observed maximum count rates in channel P42, for each month over the quiet time period from April to October 1999 are about 5 times higher (E>1MeV) electrons measured by the CPD (round) and AE8 model prediction (square) as a function of latitude on day 100 since 1st January 1999, at 14:52 UT. Typical statistical uncertainties on CPD electron fluxes amount to 30%, but the systematic error is considered negligible.
than the above estimated AP8-MAX upper limit. This clearly demonstrates that the observed order of magnitude difference between AP8-MAX and Oersted/CPD fluxes cannot be mainly ascribed to background counts. 
Fluxes of energetic proton and electrons measured by the CPD
The integral flux of high energy electrons J(E>1 MeV ) is shown in Fig. 3 along with AE8-MAX (with internal magnetic field model: Jensen and Cain 1960) predictions. It can be seen that the AE8 peak flux is located more southward than the peak of the CPD fluxes. Furthermore, the AE8 model predicts higher electron fluxes in the auroral ovals than in the SAA. Also the latitude extent of the AE8 trapped electrons reaching the SAA region is reduced as compared to the CPD observations. No geomagnetic disturbance was observed around 11 April 1999 at 14:52 UT and no flux enhancement was observed in electron fluxes (1.5<E<14 MeV) measured during this period by the LEO satellite SAMPEX. Therefore, the observed flux of energetic electrons is close to the actual averaged values. This is also supported by the higher fluxes obtained on Oersted orbit using the AE-8MIN Update ESA-SEE1 model available in SPENVIS as compared to AE-8 MAX.
However, before any use of the CPD electron fluxes for modelling purposes, further analysis of the variation of electron fluxes with geomagnetic disturbances, along with investigations of the angular distribution effects should be performed to reach definitive conclusions.
Energetic proton fluxes measured by the CPD are shown in Fig. 4 .
The proton fluxes measured by the CPD cover the 1.2<L<1.8 range but direct measurements of the equatorial fluxes have been only carried out around L∼1.2. The flux at magnetic equator for higher values of the McIlwain parameters may be derived whenever the actual local pitch angle distribution is known (Fischer et al., 1977; Daly et al., 1996) . However, this extrapolation procedure is only valid if the parameter n of the pitch angle distribution is constant, i.e. when particles are not lost by interaction with the upper atmosphere. In any case, the systematic error due to the isotropy assumption on the measured fluxes must be evaluated before further uses of the derived fluxes. Since more important differences have been observed between proton fluxes measured by several instruments than between electron fluxes from different data sources, the evaluation of the anisotropy effect on measurements is performed for protons only.
Effect of the proton flux anisotropy on CPD measurements in the SAA
The zero order approximation of the proton flux, J CP D , is the averaged value over the detector field of view. This isotropic flux approximation is derived from the counting rates using the method of intrinsic detection efficiencies. As already stated, resorting to efficiencies allows discrimination of particle types contributing to the counting rates. Afterwards, the measured isotropic flux J CP D is used to derive the omni-directional flux that may be used for applications or model validation purposes. If the pitch angle distribution is assumed to be described by the two parameter model J (α)=J ⊥ sin n α (J ⊥ , is the unidirectional flux in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field vector and n is a parameter related to the steepness of the pitch angle distribution) and if the azimuthal distribution has an axial symmetry around the magnetic field vector, then the averaged flux measured by the CPD may be expressed as
where β is the detector orientation angle, i.e. the angle between the detector axis and the local magnetic field vector; and θ is the detector FOV half angle.
On the other hand, the omni-directional flux may be expressed as
Combining equation (1) and (2), one gets
The g(β,n) function relates the omni-directional flux J 0 to the measurements obtained from the CPD. It is well known that the pitch angle distribution has the form F(α)∼ sin n (α) only in space position where the Liouville's theorem applies. At those positions n is constant over the whole magnetic field line and the motion of the particle is determined by the magnetic field. When the pitch angle is near the loss cone a particle interacts with atoms in the upper atmosphere in addition to the magnetic field, and the pitch angle distribution fall off more steeply than does the sin n (α) law. This feature was observed within the Oersted/CPD data set. To analyse the effect of the departure from the sin n (α) law function on the relationship between J 0 and J CP D , the pitch angle distribution was linearly extrapolated from the inflection point angle α c = arctan( √ n−1)or π −α c down to the loss cone angle. This function represents a proxy for the worst case where a detector can be abruptly oriented into the loss cone.
The Fig. 5 shows the shape of the g(β,n) function for a detector having a 67 deg. F.O.V angle in case of a sin n (α) pitch angle distribution, a 67 deg. F.O.V. angle in case of a steep pitch angle distribution and a detector with a 90 deg. F.O.V angles and a sin n (α) pitch angle distribution, respectively. There is not significant difference between the g(β,n) functions calculated for the two pitch angle distributions. The actual Oersted/CP measurement conditions are between the case shown in Fig. 5a and that of Fig. 5b . For detector orientations around 60 deg., Figs. 5a and b show that g(β,n)∼0.7.
Figs. 5a and c may be used to compare detectors having different F.O.V. angles. Of course this kind of analysis for the g function is required for any other implied angular distribution. However, whenever the number of detector channels allows it, a global fit of the energy and angle distribution should be performed.
For a particle telescope having a given field of view half angle θ, this function varies slightly with the pitch angle distribution parameter n and rather steeply as a function of the orientation angle out of the range π 2− θ ≤β≤π 2+ θ. For the CPD, in this orientation angle interval, values of g(β,n) range from 0.55 and 1 for n values between 0 and 50. Therefore, measurements performed by the CPD in space regions characterized by the orientation and pitch angle distribution parameter in the above given range may be considered to be equivalent to the omnidirectional flux divided by 4π , within a factor less than two. It must be noticed that even if the CPD was oriented perpendicularly to the magnetic field it would not be suspected of measuring extremely overestimated values of fluxes: such fluxes would be only by a factor of 2 higher than values obtained by dividing omni-directional fluxes by 4π.
In general, from a model of pitch angle distribution in space positions and a model of the magnetic field, the g(β,n) function can be evaluated for any telescope and included into the raw data to be used in omni-directional flux evaluations. Models of proton pitch angle distribution at low altitude have been developed since the discovery of the radiation belt. However, although a huge amount of work has been accomplished towards the implementation of angular distribution models into the Space Environment Information System (SPENVIS), none of them was made available for public access yet and they probably need further validation (Lemaire et al., 1998; Heynderickx et al., 2004) . We resorted to the method described in (Fischer et al., 1977) to determine the parameter n as a function of the McIlwain L drift shell coordinates. The results are shown in Fig. 6 .
Using these values of the parameter n characterising the positions sampled by the Oersted/CPD and the orientation angle distributions in the SAA, calculated using IGRF 1995, shown in Fig. 7 , it may be concluded that an average value of the g(β,n) function equal to 0.7 may be applied to roughly evaluate the omni-directional flux.
The function g(β,n) was obtained under the assumption of an axial symmetry of the azimuthal angle distribution. The East-West asymmetry was neglected since the involved angular distribution is much less steep than the pitch angle distribution. However, in a thorough evaluation of omnidirectional fluxes based on measurements performed using instruments like the CPD, this East-West asymmetry should be taken into account.
All in all, full angular distribution (including pitch angle and azimuthal angle) should be considered as an important part of models of particle fluxes at low altitude. Charged particle telescope should comprise capability to measure angular distributions to be used in the development of accurate flux model for low altitudes. 
Comparison with AP8-MAX, SAMPEX/PET and PROBA/SREM results
Comparisons of Oersted/CPD data to other proton fluxes are based on Eq. 3. AP8 omni-directional fluxes J 0 are divided by 4π and compared to unidirectional fluxes measured by the Oersted/CPD or to modelled unidirectional fluxes accessed by selecting the SAMPEX/PSB97 model in SPEN-VIS. The function g(β,n) is taken into account whenever possible, otherwise estimates of its average over the data set may be used. When directly compared to AP8-MAX and SAM-PEX/PSB97 predictions, the flux of energetic protons J CP D is more than an order of magnitude higher than AP8-MAX and at most a factor 3 higher than SAMPEX/PSB97 predictions. This factor is reduced to ∼2 if an average value of g(β,n) equal to 0.7 is considered. For Oersted/CPD, the influence of energetic particles that may come from the back side of the satellite was assessed (Cyamukungu et al., 2001b) . It was concluded that their contribution to the total counting rates could not induce this order of magnitude difference. A variant of the background analysis was presented in Sect. 2. The fluxes from PROBA1/SREM are in good agreement with AP8-MAX within a factor of two, whereas predictions from the TPM-1 proton flux model derived from instruments on board the NOAA satellites TIROS fall between the corrected Oersted/CPD fluxes and SAMPEX/PSB97 predictions (Buehler, 2003; Xapsos 2002) . AP8-MAX, SAMPEX and J CP D results are shown in Fig. 8 as energetic proton fluxes versus the altitude.
We have shown that detectors are inaccurate for low altitude flux measurements on non spinning satellites if they have small FOV angle and are oriented toward the 90 • pitch angle or whenever they are oriented towards the loss cone. Detectors having a wide FOV angle appear to measure the most accurately the omni-directional fluxes for various shapes of pitch angle distributions and for a wide range of orientation angle. Unfortunately, data set with energetic particle fluxes measured by accurate detectors in low altitude orbit are scarcely available. The AP8 model is used at low altitude mainly because it is generally admitted that it underestimates the energetic proton fluxes by a factor ∼2 only. Further uses of this model for low altitude flux predictions lay on the non-confirmation of the Oersted/CPD, SAMPEX/PET and NOAA/TIROS results. Therefore, instruments and missions to measure full angular distributions (pitch and azimuth angle) and fluxes of energetic particles are of great interest.
Conclusions
The main features of the energetic electron fluxes measured by the CPD on board the Oersted satellite have been outlined. The peak value of the electron flux is in good agreement with AE8-MAX predictions, whereas the position of this peak intensity and the spatial extension are different.
The flux of energetic protons is significantly higher than AP8-MAX predictions. It has been demonstrated that the order of magnitude difference between AP8-MAX and Oersted/CPD results does not come from any systematic effect that might have resulted from the orientation of the CPD towards the maximum of the pitch angle distribution. Available data sets containing particle fluxes at low altitude should be validated by checking whether most of the data were not acquired while the instruments were looking into the loss cone or not. As a matter of fact the development of publicly available angular distribution models for particles at low altitudes should be encouraged along with the development of background-free instruments to acquire the data needed for the study of angular distribution dynamics.
